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Creating Culture:

Promising Practices of
Successful Movement Networks
by Mark Leach, DBA, and Laurie Mazur
When the Management Assistance Group (MAG) first launched an investigation into what makes an effective movement
network, they hoped to uncover a set of best practices (or at least some widely shared approaches), as well as insight into the
structures and systems that enable networks to thrive. What they discovered was less formulaic but a lot more interesting.
Rather than focusing on problem solving, or on leaders, or on structure, successful movement networks create a shared culture
and mindset among their leaders and do two things very well: build trust and embrace change.

Editors’ note: The Management Assistance Group (MAG) strengthens visionary social justice organizations, leaders, and networks to create a more just world. To those ends, MAG develops innovative
approaches to capacity building; conducts research on critical organizational issues faced by clients;

T

and shares insights with the social justice sector and the nonprofit organizational development field.
WO YEARS AGO ,

PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA

Caring Across Generations (CAG) is a diverse

announced a regulatory change that

coalition that includes caregivers, senior citizens,

guarantees labor protections for an

people with disabilities, and immigrant advo-

overlooked group of workers: home

cacy organizations. The group came together to

caregivers. At his side, beaming with triumph,

address interconnected crises: a shortage of home

were members of the Caring Across Generations

caregivers to support the growing numbers of

campaign.

elderly and disabled Americans; a lack of basic job
protections—such as minimum wage and over-

M ARK L EACH , DBA, is a senior consultant at MAG. Mark

time laws—for those caregivers; and the lack of

has worked with a range of social justice nonprofits and

affordable long-term care services for individuals

funders, including the Center for Reproductive Rights,

and families.

Demos, and Forum for Youth Investment. Mark is author

This unlikely alliance has borne fruit. In addi-

of Table for Two: Can Founders and Successors Co-Exist

tion to winning its short-term regulatory goal,

So Everyone Wins? (MAG, June 2009), among other publi-

CAG is addressing longer-term, structural prob-

cations; L AURIE M AZUR is a Washington, DC–based writer

lems. It has made visible the plight of workers in

and consultant to nonprofit organizations.

the “informal” sector, and it has united groups that
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have sometimes been at odds to understand and
act upon their common interests.

Next, we explored the qualities that distinguish
successful leaders of movement networks. We

Importantly, CAG demonstrates the power

identified three highly effective leaders: Eveline

and promise of networked approaches to social

Shen, of Forward Together; Gustavo Torres, of

change. Cross-issue “movement networks,” in

CASA de Maryland; and Sarita Gupta, of Jobs with

particular, can create a force larger than the sum

Justice. (Gupta also helped organize the Caring

of their parts. They can deploy a diverse array of

Across Generations campaign, which achieved

assets and strategies, enabling advocates to amass

the regulatory victory described above.) Through

political power, scale up impact, and win—both

more than thirty interviews with the leaders and

in the policy arena and in the battle for hearts

their colleagues, we developed detailed portraits

organizations that

and minds.

of these three movement network leaders.

Yet while movement networks offer extraor-

Finally, we launched the Network Leadership

comprise them) require

dinary leverage, they also present outsized

Innovation Lab, a multiyear program of dialogue,

challenges. With fluid boundaries of structure

analysis, and active learning. The Lab convenes

and membership, movement networks (and

social change leaders and taps the best thinkers

the organizations that comprise them) require

and practitioners to advance our shared knowl-

new approaches to management and leader-

edge at the intersection of leadership develop-

ship— approaches that are different from those

ment, organization and network strengthening,

employed by traditional nonprofit organizations

and movement building. At Lab convenings, move-

and short-term, issue-based coalitions.

ment network leaders wrestle together with the

With fluid boundaries of
structure and
membership, movement
networks (and the

new approaches to
management and
leadership . . .

1

Like the social issues they address, movement

greatest challenges and rewards of their work.

networks are complex. They must balance the
autonomy of individual members with the need

What We Are Learning

for collective action and accountability. They

Initially, we hoped to offer some best practices

must address the needs of both existing and

for people and organizations in movement

emerging members while straddling political dis-

networks—if not “The Seven Habits of Highly

agreements and differences in power, worldview,

Effective Network Leaders,” then at least some

and approaches to the work. They must main-

widely shared approaches. And we thought that

tain transparency and engagement in decision-

perhaps we could offer some insight into the

making processes while rapidly responding to

structures and practices that enable networks

changing conditions. And they must do all this

to resolve common problems. What we found

with an eye to long-term movement impact that

was less formulaic but a lot more interesting.

transforms relationships of power.

We learned that:

How can movement networks seize the pos-

It’s not all about problem solving. As we

sibilities—and elude the pitfalls—of cross-issue

will explain, movement networks confront a range

collaboration? Here at the Management Assis-

of unique tensions and challenges (see figure 1).

tance Group, which provides consulting services

But these tensions are rarely resolved; instead,

to nonprofit social-change agents, the question

coping with and balancing seemingly intractable

has loomed large in our daily work. To shed some

tension becomes second nature for leaders and

light on the answer, we launched a multipronged

staff in movement networks.

inquiry in 2009.
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It’s not all about the leaders. Our focus on

An initial set of interviews with activists and

leaders changed over time, as we realized that

funders helped us to define and describe move-

leadership is broadly shared in movement net-

ment networks; those findings were captured

works (and in the organizations that constitute

by MAG managing director Robin Katcher in

the networks). Networks and their constituent

“Unstill Waters: The Fluid Role of Networks in

organizations develop practices and cultures that

Social Movements,” which appeared in these

go far beyond the capacities of a few exception-

pages in 2010.2

ally talented leaders. At some point, managing
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complexity and tensions becomes everyone’s

and leaders play an important role in modeling

job. This is not to say that leaders are unim-

that mindset. Second, while each network culture

portant; rather, network leadership looks very

is unique, all of the effective networks we have

different from traditional models of “heroic”

studied do two things very well: build trust and

leadership—for example, it doesn’t necessarily

embrace change (see figure 2, p. 21). As we will

come from the top.

see, a bedrock foundation of trust and an open-

It’s not all about the structure. Focus on

ness to change can help movement networks navi-

structure is a red herring in movement networks,

gate (if not resolve) the many challenges inherent

whose structures change and adapt with startling

in movement building.

frequency. In fact, highly stable structures appear

In this article, we will share some of the

to be impediments to network growth and to the

insights gleaned from our inquiry into movement

intersectoral alliances at the heart of building

networks. We will delineate the tensions and chal-

movement power.

lenges that networks confront, and offer some

So, what is it all about? From our inquiry so

observations on how effective network leaders

far, we can draw a few preliminary generaliza-

cope with them. We will also show how those

tions. First, effective movement networks create a

leaders foster a culture and mindset that is con-

shared culture and mindset among their members,

ducive to success.

Focus on structure is a
red herring in movement
networks, whose
structures change and
adapt with startling
frequency.

Figure 1: Ongoing Tensions in Movement Networks

Tensions

How Effective Leaders Approach Them

Dealing constructively with conflict in the network
Accommodating/
smoothing

Surfacing healthy
disagreement

Balancing organizational and network goals and priorities,
including fundraising
Organizational interests

Network/movement interests

• Identifying and naming conflicts
• Facilitating difficult conversations and interventions
• Modeling assertiveness without escalating tension
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintaining deep commitment to movement building
Enlarging definition of organization’s constituencies to pursue larger issues
Collaborative fundraising, negotiating with funders to reduce competition for funds
Setting the terms of relationships with funders
Ensuring network is not funded at expense of members
Seeing long-term implications of supporting network for movement and own
organization

Building and sharing leadership within the network
Leaders’ control,
autonomy

Involvement, buy-in,
leadership capacity building
of others

• Sharing power, cultivating leadership at every level
• Non-attachment to ego

Consolidating and distributing power
Leveraging power
the bigger groups
have amassed

Ensuring leadership,
engagement, and growth of
smaller, grassroots, POC, and
other marginalized groups

Balancing short- and long-term goals for the network
Forging transactional
alliances/pursuing
short-term wins
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Building long-term
relationships that can advance
major transformations

• Bridging between grassroots and power brokers
• Leveraging power of larger groups/movements in support of grassroots

• Articulating the vision
• Keeping eyes on the prize
• Combining long-term vision with short-term benchmarks and concrete “wins”
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But first, a caveat: we recognize that it is far

And there is overlap between our findings and

too early in the field’s understanding of movement

new thinking on nonprofit networks and leader-

networks to start proclaiming “best practices” or

ship, notably a pair of recent reports published by

drawing final conclusions. Indeed, the mind-bog-

Grantmakers for Effective Organizations (GEO).8

gling complexity and dynamism within which these

The GEO reports observe that effective networks

networks and organizations function may mean

require a distinctive mindset and “a stance toward

that we are always evolving useful and promising

leadership that prioritizes openness, transpar-

practices without definitively settling anywhere.

ency, making connections, and sharing control.”9

Accordingly, we seek to share what we learn as

Similarly, research by the Building Movement

we go along; invite others into the conversation;

Project concluded that successful shared lead-

organizations function

and hold what we think we’re learning very lightly.

ership depends more on foundational work and

may mean that we are

builders to whom leaders and organizations look

Finally, it’s worth noting that much of the new

for answers. Indeed it has been unsettling for

thinking about coping with complexity bears a

us at MAG. But we shouldn’t be surprised that

striking resemblance to some very old thinking.

capacity builders—like the social change agents

For example, Zen Buddhism emphasizes imperma-

with whom we work—must learn to adapt to

nence and the interconnectedness of all things—an

uncertainty and constant change.

apt description of the movement network context.

[T]he mind-boggling
complexity and
dynamism within which
these networks and

always evolving useful
and promising practices
without definitively
settling anywhere.

This approach may be unsettling for capacity

practices than on any particular structure.10

Other tenets of ancient traditions—letting go, non-

A Growing Body of Thought

attachment to ego, and compassion—frequently

Our observations about networks harmonize

appear explicitly or implicitly in our case inter-

with a growing body of thought about complex

views as useful approaches for navigating the

systems. For example, Margaret J. Wheatley’s

unstill waters of movement networks.

early work with chaos theory challenged the
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traditional view that organizations behave in

Challenges for Leaders in Movement Networks

predictable, machinelike ways. Instead, Wheatley

In addition to the challenges that confront all

called for recognition that organizations are

nonprofit organizations, movement networks

living, dynamic organisms in constant flux.3

face certain inherent tensions and polarities.

From the natural sciences comes an under-

Network leaders play an important role in mod-

standing of complex adaptive systems (CAS).4

eling a response to those tensions. Critically, suc-

This model, which describes the life cycles of

cessful leaders help their networks achieve two

intertwined natural and social systems, has been

foundational tasks:

used to analyze everything from forests to finan-

Building trust. This is the most fundamental,

cial markets. CAS thinkers offer insights on build-

irreducible task for movement network leaders

ing resilience into complex systems; their motto

and members. Trust is the glue that holds net-

is “embrace change.” In the organizational devel-

works together, binding leaders, organizations,

opment realm, Dave Snowden and Mary Boone’s

constituency groups, issues, and sectors. Not sur-

work draws on CAS, as well as cognitive science,

prisingly, each of the network leaders we have

psychology, and anthropology, to help organiza-

studied has an extraordinary ability to cultivate

tions navigate complexity and change.5

trust among colleagues and allies.

Our findings also resonate with a body of

“She inherently builds a bedrock level of trust,”

work on complexity of mind, which sheds light

says a colleague of Gupta’s, executive director of

on how adults evolve their ability to process

Jobs with Justice. Gupta builds trust through long-

abstraction, and Jennifer Garvey Berger’s use

term reciprocal relationships: “Fair exchange is

of that theory to develop more agile leadership

not a hobby for her,” adds the colleague. “It’s very

for changing times.6 Ronald Heifetz’s work on

genuine and not just about getting what she needs.

adaptive leadership in novel and challenging situ-

It’s about her being in relationship with others. She

ations applies as well.7

reciprocates; she’ll be there for you.”11
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Some movement networks develop trust over

Networks that have achieved these founda-

time; others grow from a base of solid relation-

tional tasks are well positioned to deal with the

ships. Eveline Shen and her allies at Forward

following five ongoing tensions in movement

Together followed the latter trajectory. “I had

network building:

For network leaders,

been part of many coalitions that had fallen apart,”

Dealing constructively with conflict

Shen explains. “I wanted to figure out how to build

in the network. This is akin to dealing with

something that would have strong enough glue

conflict within a single organization, but on a

that could utilize the inevitable disagreements

vastly different scale. Movement networks are

that people are going to have when they work

inherently conflict laden, and their members are

together [to build] collective understanding and

bound more loosely than co-workers within an

are at building

strength.”

organization. No one has the formal authority to

relationships and

In any case, maintaining a solid base of trust-

hire, fire, or enforce compliance using the power

ing relationships can pose significant challenges

of his or her position. To prevent conflicts from

as a network grows. For network leaders, there

spinning out of control, network leaders must

is a painful irony: the more successful they are at

find the right balance between accommodating

building relationships and connecting with others,

differences or smoothing over tensions on the

the greater the number of relationships they will

one hand, and surfacing healthy disagreements

have to manage, and the less time they will have

on the other.

for each.

there is a painful irony:
the more successful they

connecting with others,
the greater the number
of relationships they will
have to manage, and the

Successful network leaders are able to

Embracing change. Movement networks

address important issues without escalating ten-

and the issues they address are ever changing,

sions. As a colleague said of Torres, “[He] is able

so a capacity to thrive in the face of change and

to voice his positions and his opinion in a way

uncertainty is key. As one member of the Jobs

that doesn’t needlessly antagonize those who dis-

with Justice network explains, “Comfort with

agree with him.” Gustavo has demonstrated an

uncertainty means accepting all the discomfort

ability to constructively address even the most

of it and acknowledging that it’s real, and then

inflammatory tensions around race and class.

just being with the response to it. So that’s part

As another colleague observes, “He won’t say,

of it—really figuring out how you can shape an

‘Why do you, white person, feel like you should

organizational culture around that.”

be dominating this discussion on immigrant

less time they will have
for each.

Movement-oriented organizations can grow

Figure 2: Foundational Tasks

and change with head-spinning rapidity. At
Forward Together, one staffer observed, “This is
a staff that has doubled and more in size in the last
two years. This is a staff for which most people’s

Tasks

How Effective Leaders Manage Them

Build trust

• Building, investing in relationships
• Modeling personal integrity
• Valuing what each network member brings to
the table
• Ensuring transparency and accountability
• Clear, straightforward, accessible communications
• Beginning with a trusted group

Embrace
change

• Willingness to try new things and risk failure
• Ability to learn from mistakes
• Continual rethinking, reshaping of network
structures
• Openness to learning
• Remaining calm and unflappable in crises

job descriptions have changed at least once in the
last two years. This is an organization that five
years ago was locally focused, then had a reproductive justice network, and now has changed
its name and is a multiracial, national movementbuilding organization.”
Successful movement networks have many
ways of coping with change, but one common
thread is a willingness to try new things, risk
failure, and learn from one’s mistakes. As a colleague said of Shen, “She is not afraid of being
wrong. . . . She is not afraid of telling people, ‘This
is what we tried and it didn’t work, so let’s try
something else.’”
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rights?’ But he’ll say, ‘Wow, I’m really shocked

Building and sharing leadership within

that I’m the only Latino sitting at this table in the

the network. No one person leads a network;

campaign for immigrant rights.’”

by definition, leadership in movement networks

In EMERJ, one of the networks Shen helped

is widely distributed. The networks we studied

to create, dealing with conflict was woven into

have countless leaders working at all levels—

the culture from the start. “From the minute we

from neighborhood block captains to the CEOs

walked in the door to our first EMERJ convening,”

of national organizations. Successful network

says one participant, “there was (a) an assumption

leaders must constantly weigh their own control

that everyone had an organizational agenda; (b)

and autonomy against the larger goal of building

no judgment about that agenda; (c) an expecta-

leadership in the network. The leaders we pro-

the larger goal of

tion that there would be conflict; and, therefore,

filed are often willing to sacrifice the former for

(d) we had to have something in place to handle

the latter, and they are all exceptionally adept at

building leadership in

conflict so that we could move on, so that we

cultivating the leadership of others.

Successful network
leaders must constantly
weigh their own control
and autonomy against

the network.
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didn’t set ourselves up for a situation where if we

A colleague of Torres’s recalls, “When I was

disagreed about something deeply, people would

beginning to work with him, I was a little bit

leave EMERJ.” Another participant recalls, “I lit-

afraid of public speaking, and he threw me in

erally learned a new approach—that you could

front of two thousand members. I was like, ‘You

address conflict head on without damaging the

really are insane. You want me to speak? I have

person, the organization, or the entity that you

not rehearsed a speech.’ He was like, ‘You have

disagree with.”

it in you. It’s in your heart.’ Then he threw me

Balancing organizational and network

the microphone, and therefore I had no choice.

goals and priorities. Network leaders must

What did I do? I spoke, and I spoke from my

protect and advance the interests of their own

heart. That’s when I discovered that I could do

organizations, as well as those of the network

this. I would not have found out if Gustavo didn’t

as a whole. In some networks, this tension is

throw me that microphone.”

negligible, because the interests of the network

Consolidating and distributing power.

and its component groups are so closely aligned.

A similar dynamic plays out on a larger scale,

More typically, tensions surface over issues such

as network leaders weigh the benefits of con-

as visibility, credit for achievements, nuances in

solidating the influence of larger organizations

political positions, willingness to utilize different

against the need to empower smaller grassroots

strategies and tactics, and the needs and concerns

and marginalized groups. The most effective

of various constituencies.

movement networks manage to do both, by

Perhaps the most corrosive tensions arise

remaining accountable to their grassroots base

over the ever-present issue of money. Suc-

and connecting that base to the levers of power.

cessful movement networks neutralize this

Jobs with Justice, for example, has helped

tension by finding ways to reduce competi-

create networks that include the nation’s largest

tion for funds. Some engage in collaborative

labor unions, as well as some of the most mar-

fundraising, consolidating many groups into

ginalized, non-union workers. Two of those net-

a single “bargaining unit” that funders can’t

works—the Excluded Workers Congress and

ignore. Others take pains to ensure that the

the Caring Across Generations campaign—lev-

network is not funded at the expense of its

eraged the influence of the labor movement to

members. For example, when Jobs with Justice

win the new protections for home caregivers

and other groups launched the UNITY alliance,

described above.

they made it clear to funders that money for

And CASA de Maryland combines services and

UNITY should come from larger foundations

advocacy in a way that builds the political power

with more resources, rather than from smaller

of its base. Providing direct services—such as

foundations that provided essential funding to

job training and legal assistance—gives CASA a

UNITY’s component groups.

profound, real-time understanding of the issues
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its advocacy and policy work. “When there are

Second Nature: Creating Culture
in Movement Networks

policy discussions,” says Torres, “we can bring

In effective networks, mastering foundational

the perspective and the experiences that hap-

tasks and coping with tensions becomes second

pened two days ago, as opposed to something

nature for everyone—not just leaders. Still,

that’s in a report.” CASA also connects the people

leaders play an important role in shaping the net-

it serves to broader struggles for social justice.

work’s culture by:

affecting its constituents, which in turn shapes

Successful movement
network leaders do not

As one CASA staffer puts it, “As soon as we hear

Modeling effective attitudes and prac-

a story from an individual, we help them see the

tices. While traditional models of heroic leader-

big picture. It’s our job to say, ‘Unfortunately,

ship are not useful in highly networked settings,

to specific structures. In

there are thousands of people in your situation.’

the attitudes and practices of leaders can set a

It’s at that level, really, where an individual goes

powerful example. For example, if leaders want

fact, many hail from a

from ‘I have a problem’ to ‘we have a problem.’”

to cultivate trust, they must be trustworthy. If they

Balancing short- and long-term goals

want to build the leadership of others, they must

for the network. Most organizations work

be willing to hand over the reins (or the micro-

to balance short- and long-term goals, but the

phone). And if they want the network to be agile

task is exponentially more difficult in networks,

and adaptable, they must be willing to take risks

which require buy-in from a much larger and

and learn from mistakes.

become unduly attached

new generation that is
questioning and
continually remaking
organizational

more diverse set of actors. Moreover, this

Setting up flexible structures. Success-

balancing act can determine whether a move-

ful movement network leaders do not become

ment network emerges at all, as leaders choose

unduly attached to specific structures. In fact,

of the movement rather

whether to forge temporary, transactional coali-

many hail from a new generation that is ques-

tions conducive to short-term wins, or to invest

tioning and continually remaking organizational

than in the service of

in long-term relationships that can also advance

structures in the service of the movement rather

major transformations. Successful network

than in the service of building enduring organi-

leaders are adept at integrating short- and

zational forms. Often, these leaders find that it is

long-term goals. They articulate and embrace

more helpful to institutionalize processes rather

an inspiring long-term vision while pursuing

than structures.

achievable wins that keep network members
motivated.

building enduring
organizational forms.

Getting the right staff and growing their
leadership. Effective movement network leaders

The leaders we profiled are all described

make a point of hiring and retaining staff who are

as visionaries by their peers. As one colleague

open to change in their roles and responsibili-

said of Shen, “I can count on one hand the

ties and comfortable dealing with ambiguity and

number of true thought leaders in this move-

complexity. As Shen describes her approach, “I

ment, and if I’m starting with my thumb, she’s

think what it takes to do this work successfully is

the thumb.” Of Gupta, a colleague observed,

that you contribute what you can, but you create

“She provides the visionary glue” that holds

ongoing opportunities for people to lead, and you

the network together. That quality can see a

do what you can to lift all boats—to shine the light

network through many difficult times. Speak-

on as many leaders as possible, as many people

ing of Torres, a colleague said, “I feel like he

as possible.”

always calls us to the higher purpose. It’s very

Creating opportunities for self- and collec-

easy in networks to get into process tangles

tive reflection. In order to observe and adapt to

and organizational turf issues, and I think he

changes in the network and its environment, effec-

is always guided by the North Star of freedom

tive leaders create space for reflection—such as

for our people. I feel like it unsticks us time

sabbaticals, retreats, and regular staff meetings.

and time again, that crystal clarity. Everything

Being relentlessly explicit about values,

else seems like a small issue when he brings

principles, and practices. Movement net-

us back there.”

works are not built; they are lived. The work of
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“Embracing change”
means openness to new
ways of thinking,

establishing the network’s culture is ongoing.

October 2011 and another in September 2012—

Effective network leaders continually create—and

that drew more than forty funders as well as

revise—formal and informal systems to reinforce

presentations at the Grantmakers for Effective

the network culture. Reinforcing network culture

Organizations “Supporting Movements” confer-

from within their own organizations can mean

ence in November 2013. Through these dialogues,

ensuring accountability—for example, by moving

we are developing resources and exploring

staff out of the organization if they are unable to

complex adaptive philanthropy.”

meet the demands of a networked environment.

Sustaining one’s self in the work. While

Reinforcing the culture of the movement network

the importance of self-care is widely acknowl-

doing the work. The

itself can mean skillfully but explicitly pointing out

edged, this remains an aspirational goal for

when oneself or another network member is not

many of the network leaders we know. Topics

challenge is to embed

living up to agreed principles and values.

for future exploration include knowing when to

understanding, and

mutual learning into the
culture and mindset of
movement networks.

Encouraging self-care. Working for social
change is rewarding but difficult. Successful

ask for help and building reflection and self-care
into organizational culture.

network leaders make it look easy, but their equi-

Endings. Movement networks move through

librium often rests on a foundation of internal

phases and life cycles; alliances are formed and

work, discipline, and self-care. By modeling those

dissolved. Yet many network leaders find it diffi-

behaviors for staff and colleagues, and enabling

cult to end long-term alliances in ways that do not

others to care for themselves, movement network

damage their organization or key relationships.

leaders can prevent burnout and help their col-

Strange bedfellows. Engaging with unlikely

leagues stay in it for the long haul.

allies can be enormously productive, but trust
and communication across cultural and ideologi-

Challenges, and Areas of Future Focus

Catalyzing learning. “Embracing change”

insight into culture and leadership in effective

means openness to new ways of thinking, under-

movement networks. But many questions remain.

standing, and doing the work. The challenge is

In our work with clients, and in convenings of

to embed mutual learning into the culture and

the Network Leadership Innovation Lab, we have

mindset of movement networks.

identified several topics for future exploration:

In the coming months, MAG will engage

Structural funding constraints. Even the

these topics through the Network Leadership

most effective movement networks struggle with

Innova-tion Lab, and with a much larger group

funding norms and requirements that are not yet

of conversants through our online platform. We

attuned to these new ways of working. This is by

invite you to join the conversation at network

far the most frequently mentioned challenge for

leadership.org and on Facebook at facebook

movement-oriented organizations and networks.

.com/ManagementAssistanceGroup, and follow

MAG is working to jumpstart new thinking
about network funding in two ways. First, participants in our Network Leadership Innovation Lab
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cal boundaries can pose significant challenges.

To date, our inquiry has given us considerable

us on Twitter @mgmtassistance.
•••

have launched an action-learning project on the

When members of the Caring Across Genera-

financial independence and sustainability of social

tions campaign stood beside President Obama as

justice organizations, which is exploring how social

he approved sweeping new protections for home

justice organizations can resource themselves in a

caregivers, they demonstrated the power and

way that allows them to more effectively and inde-

the promise of movement networks. To realize

pendently pursue their missions.

that promise, we must embrace new models of

Second, the Lab has been hosting and partici-

leadership, build organizations that think and

pating in dialogues with grantmakers interested

work differently, and create spaces for leaders

in supporting movements and networks. These

to innovate and evolve. The challenges are great,

include two MAG-facilitated gatherings—one in

but the rewards are greater still. By transcending
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